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GWOPSTARRZ
BAND S TORY

"
GWOPSTARR is a person who has
obtained theUltimate Level of
wealth!A GWOPSTARR is what a
Boss inspire to becomeone
day.Gwopstarrz have ownership and
are not just in charge. We, in Hip Hop,
must move on from cars and Jewelry
to Owning Homes, Businesses, and
making investments to create wealth.
Then taking that wealth and creating
opportunties for others is THE TRUE
DEFINITION OF A
GWOPSTARR!INTRODUCING
GWOPSTARRZGWOPSTARR JAY
AKA “1 TAKE JAY”GWOPSTARR
YUNG SPITZGWOPSTARRZ the
group comes straight from the
Eastside of Buffalo NY and consist of
2 individual Artist, but when brought
together forms GWOPSTARRZ the
group.Gwopstarr jay aka “1 take
Jay”whose real government name is
Jeff Turner II is 20 years of age. Jay
produce’s as well as rap and has
been given the name “1 Take Jay” for
the ability to lay down his verses in
the studio in 1 take. JAY has a
smooth delivery which the streets
has compared him to the rapper
“Fabolous” GWOPSTARR YUNG
SPITZ whose real name is Stan
Wallace, 21 years of age is a
freestyle/ battle rapper.
GWOPSTARR SPITZ was given his
name SPITZ because he can rap
over and smash any beat you give
him.GWOPSTARRZ desribes their
music as “Billionaire Music” and
consider themselves “hip hop
billionaires” rich with Artistic
Creativity.GWOPSTARRZ make
music for the culturally rich Hip Hop
Billionaires. Those are people who
recognize and enjoy GOOD MUSIC.
GWOPSTARRZ have ownership of
their recording label, their Masters,
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Billionaires. Those are people who
recognize and enjoy GOOD MUSIC.
GWOPSTARRZ have ownership of
their recording label, their Masters,
publishing and everything associated
with the GWOPSTARR BRAND! A
true definition of
GWOPSTARRZ!GWOPSTARRZ are
currently getting set to release a CD
in conjuction with Deftown
Recording’s World Famous DJ Quan
Da Bomb entitled “MONEY IS THE
MOTTO” which include the smash hit
“Work that Body” Remix featuring Hip
Hop / R&B Artist G4 and the soon to
be the Trap House Anthem “In the
Trap”
GWOPSTARR is a person who has
obtained theUltimate Level of
Wealth!A GWOPSTARR is what a
Boss inspire to becomeone
day.Gwopstarrz have ownership and
are not just in charge. We, in Hip Hop,
must move on from cars and Jewelry
to Owning Homes, Businesses, and
making investments to create wealth.
Then taking that wealth and creating
opportunties for others is THE TRUE
DEFINITION OF A GWOPSTARR!
INTRODUCING
GWOPSTARRZGWOPSTARR JAY
AKA “1 TAKE JAY”GWOPSTARR
YUNG SPITZ
GWOPSTARRZ the group comes
straight from the Eastside of Buffalo
NY and consist of 2 individual Artist,
but when brought together forms
GWOPSTARRZ the group.Gwopstarr
jay aka “1 take Jay”whose real
government name is Jeff Turner II is
20 years of age. Jay produce’s as
well as rap and has been given the
name “1 Take Jay” for the ability to
lay down his verses in the studio in 1
take. JAY has a smooth delivery
which the streets has compared him
to the rapper
“Fabolous” GWOPSTARR YUNG
SPITZ whose real name is Stan
Wallace, 21 years of age is a
freestyle/ battle rapper.
GWOPSTARR SPITZ was given his
name SPITZ because he can rap
over and smash any beat you give
him.
GWOPSTARRZ desribes their music
as “Billionaire Music” and consider

GWOPSTARRZ desribes their music
as “Billionaire Music” and consider
themselves “hip hop billionaires” rich
with Artistic
Creativity.GWOPSTARRZ make
music for the culturally rich Hip Hop
Billionaires. Those are people who
recognize and enjoy GOOD MUSIC.
GWOPSTARRZ have ownership of
their recording label, their Masters,
publishing and everything associated
with the GWOPSTARR BRAND! A
true definition of GWOPSTARRZ!
GWOPSTARRZ are currently getting
set to release a CD in conjuction with
Deftown Recording’s World Famous
DJ Quan Da Bomb entitled “MONEY
IS THE MOTTO” which include the
smash hit “Work that Body” Remix
featuring Hip Hop / R&B Artist G4
and the soon to be the Trap House
Anthem “In the
Trap” GWOPSTARRZ are currently
wrapping up the mini movie video “In
the Trap” Directed by Knuckle City
Films which is sure to be nominated
for video of the year.
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